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Using ContractWorks to Manage Global 
Corporate Agreements.

A CAse stUdy: Technology companies with offices around the world 
need a way to track critical dates and details connected to everything 
from their human resources files and operational paperwork to vendor, 
licensing and non-disclosure agreements from one central location. In 
this case study we will discover how LogicMonitor uses ContractWorks 
to manage their growing company’s contracts. 
 

10,000+ Number of Global 
Contracts Managed
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LogicMonitor is a SaaS-based performance monitoring platform for modern IT 
infrastructure.

As a fast-growing software company LogicMonitor has offices, employees, and 
partnerships around the world, all with unique contracts and agreements that 
must be easily found, renewed, and organized in one central location. 

With locations spread throughout North America, United Kingdom, China and 
Singapore, and over 10,000 unique contracts, they needed a solution that would 
allow them to completely digitize their business’ contracts in a simple and 
organized fashion. 

The executive team at LogicMonitor knew that they needed an effective technology 
solution to add to their company’s resources in order to successfully manage and 
protect all of their corporate documentation, especially their employee information 
and non-disclosure agreements. They wanted a solution that was easy-to-use and 
affordable, that also had the security features necessary to protect their corporate 
data. They found everything they were looking for in ContractWorks.

The ability to create tags with custom parameters along with a robust security 
feature set were key factors in LogicMonitor’s decision to use ContractWorks as 
their contract management software. But, it was the software’s intuitive design and 
the ability to create custom reports and email alerts for specific key stakeholders 
that eventually convinced the team that ContractWorks was without a doubt the 
best solution for their business.

the LogicMonitor team also wanted to be able to:

• diligently organize all corporate contracts
• the ability to create contract types using multiple tags
• search for unique contracts using custom document tags
• create custom reports for stakeholders based on their role
• spend less time searching for documents
• protect sensitive employee information 
• store and search for board communication specifics by date
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Using ContractWorks has allowed the team at LogicMonitor to completely 
modernize their company’s processes around document and contract management, 
and ensures that all information uploaded to the system remains organized, 
searchable, and protected from security breaches, allowing the business to remain 
ahead of opportunity. 
 
With ContractWorks, the LogicMonitor team spends less time searching for 
specific contracts and details, and more time advancing their technology and 
business. In particular ContractWorks allows them to remain in complete control 
over their business environment because they are confident that they know where 
everything is at all times, and more importantly, they can find it at a moment’s 
notice. They use the system’s custom tags and permissioned-based user roles 
to communicate with, and automatically notify, key company stakeholders when 
specific items need attention- like if a specific NDA with an organization or business 
is close to expiring and they need to get in touch with them in order to renew.

Key stakeholders at LogicMonitor who use ContractsWorks are: 

• Human Resources Manager
• Board of Directors
• Executive Team
• Finance Department
• Corporate Counsel
 
Today, LogicMonitor continues to use ContractWorks to manage all of corporate 
documentation, including employee contracts, NDAs, licensing agreements, 
vendor agreements, proof of valid insurance and certifications, board 
communications, and other corporate information that needs to be kept in a 
secure location.

the Results 
& Benefits
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About
ContractWorks?







ContractWorks provides contract management software services that focus on 
usability and a simple user interface. Quick implementation, ease-of-use, and 
affordability are hallmarks of our service. ContractWorks features a comprehensive 
feature set for companies that are keen to move away from managing contracts 
manually, tracking details on Excel, or struggling with an existing contract 
management process that's too complicated or too expensive. ContractWorks is 
priced affordably with subscription plans starting at $500/month. All plans include 
unlimited contacts, unlimited users, and 24/7 support- at no extra cost. Learn 
more about ContractWorks, request a live demo today.
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